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HOUSTON ECONOMY REVERSES! 
Purchases and Prices Paid were the Leading Indicators 

 
The Institute for Supply Management (ISM) –- Houston reported this month that the Houston Purchasing Managers 
Index PMI was 59.7 for January, 2012.  This is a 1.9 point gain from December.  Economic activity in the Houston 
area has been positive for the last twenty-seven consecutive months, Although the PMI remains below 60 to start 
2012. 
 

The PMI, which indicates likely shifts in Production volume three or four months in advance and is showing that 
production is slowly advancing.  The PMI has a possible range of 0 to 100.  Reading’s over 50 indicate production 
gains over the near term; readings below 50 show coming contraction. 
 

The Houston PMI is based on diffusion indexes for the eight indicators. (A diffusion index is simply the percentage 
of respondents reporting increases from the previous month less the percentage reporting declines.)  The Houston 
PMI which is based on eight components.  Seven of the eight categories rose from December to January, while only 
one fell. 
 
Employment stayed positive again increasing 9 points to 32 PMI.  The leading decliners for January were 
Purchases at 26 went up 16 points and Prices Paid at 21 climbed by 14.  Production changed from 23 to 32 PMI 
points and Lead Times went up from 10 to 28. 
 

The reverse indicators rose in readings for January.  Finished Goods Inventory increased 7.0  points to 0, while 
Purchased Inventory rose 9 points to 9 PMI from 0. 
 

The Prices Paid extreme change still appears to be related to the recent Euro defaults / bailouts in Europe and the 
hint of inflation is stronger.  There was a 13% increase of our participants responded that prices increased from last 
month and only 1% had prices decline.  This is still lower then most of 2011. 
 

The latest Employment numbers indicate that 38% of our respondent’s had increased employment, with only 6% 
reducing staff in January.  This total number indicates employment is on the rise again.  94% of the respondents 
had Increased or the Same Employment levels.  This remains to be good news for those looking for Houston 
employment. 
 
The Houston PMI has increased to an average of 60.3 PMI over the last twelve months.  There has been an 
improvement in the PMI number of 34.7% since March, 2009 the low point for recent times. 
 

The Institute for Supply Management - Houston has published the Houston Purchasing Managers Index monthly 
since January, 1995 as a service to its members and the greater Houston business community. 
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